Fetal movement quantification by fetal vectorcardiography: a preliminary study.
Fetal movement is a valuable source of information to monitor the neurological development of the fetus and assess fetal health. Currently, fetal movement can be assessed by the mother or detected by analysis of ultrasound images. Long-term monitoring of movement is complicated with both these methods as maternal self-assessment has a relatively poor sensitivity and specificity and automatic analysis of ultrasound images is not available. Moreover, ultrasound transducers transmit energy into the body, potentially endangering fetal health. In this paper, an alternative method for fetal movement monitoring is presented. This method operates by estimating and analyzing the fetal vectorcardiogram (VCG) from non-invasive recordings on the maternal abdomen. The determined fetal movement is compared with that assessed from a simultaneously performed ultrasound recording; the results of the presented method are consistent with the ultrasound images. In addition, the presented method enables quantification of the rotation angles by means of analysis of the rotation matrix between consecutive fetal VCGs, providing a tool for long-term monitoring of fetal movement with increased specificity.